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Situation Analysis

Company History

A

bby Denham, lawyer turned small business owner,
opened Pints and Paints, an art bar and studio, on
February 1, 2011 and is proud to call it Athens’
original art bar. While visiting family in South Carolina on a
leave of absence from her law firm in northern Virginia, Abby
encountered her first art bar experience. This was the incident
that led to the beginning of Pints and Paints.  So, what exactly
is an art bar? It’s a combination of the rich, artistic aesthetic of
Athens and the exhilarating downtown bar scene of Athens all
in one experience. Hosted by talented local artists, as well as
Abby herself, you are given the chance to learn how to turn a
blank canvas, step by step, into an original work of art that you
can take home to enjoy. Well, that is the paints — what about
the pints? Pints and Paints serves locally brewed Terrapin beer in
addition to a selection of red and white wines, all at a moderate
price.  The idea is you drink while you paint in order to relax,
let loose, and create a “mindless masterpiece.” Pints and Paints
welcomes individuals, families, groups, or teams of all ages and
skill levels to come for leisure or to celebrate milestones of any
sort. In addition, Pints and Paints hosts special events and camps,
including the “Half Pints” children’s camp.
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Situation Analysis

Product Evaluation

T

he category offerings featured at Pints and
Paints include 172 paintings on canvas and
options of beer (Terrapin only) and wine. Pints
and Paints also offers sodas for those who are
under 21. Other product offerings include t-shirts,
koozies, pint glasses,stickers, and decals.The attributes and benefits Pints and Paints can bring to
a customer include a canvas to take home at the
end of a session and an escape from the pressures
of everyday life for a few hours. Other attributes
may include the change from the norm that an
art bar and studio provides, and the way the experience differs from watching a movie or simply
going to a bar where art is not part of the experience. The pricing of Pints and Paints services differs based on the day.
o
o
o
o

$20 Tuesdays, 2- hour session
$30 Thursdays, 3- hour session
Other days 2 hour sessions: $35
Other days 3 hour sessions: $45

The product, which could also be considered a
service, is distributed mainly at one location,
however classes are sometimes conducted on
location at local restaurants and other
organizations. Other than for private parties the
product/service is distributed at one set time
o 2- hour session: 6-8pm
o 3- hour session: 6-9pm
The location of Pints and Paints is authentically
Athens. The business is locally owned, is not
franchised, and located near the train tracks,
which is a key feature that is played off of
throughout the session experience. The business is
located inside the Leathers Building off of Pulaski
Street in Athens,GA. The Leathers Building as an
establishment contains multiple businesses in a
funky environment that’s hidden away from the
main downtown traffic. The building is rustic yet
modern and located on the left hand side of the
road as a person drives down Pulaski away from
downtown.
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SItuation Analysis

Competitive Analysis

W

here primary competition is concerned, Artini’s Art Lounge sits front row and center,
offering very similar services to its clients.
Located in downtown Athens, its evening painting
sessions provide similar attributes to that of Pints and
Paints and the price varies upon the paintings, ranging
from $25 - $35. Special date nights are also arranged
where people can paint together on two canvases
($60.00). The owner, a long-standing artist herself,
selects paintings based on everyday objects that metaphorically connect the artist to the viewer, distinguishing it from the authentically Athens feel that Pints and
Paints prides upon. Another distinguishing element is
that Artini’s offers an open gallery and studio, starting at noon from Tuesday – Friday, inviting guests to a
relaxing lounge where they can indulge in other activities, paint, or simply hang out.
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Glancing away from Athens, another art bar franchise, Sips N Strokes, challenges Pints and Paints with
two locations near Atlanta, Georgia and others in Alabama and Tennessee. Once located in Athens as well,
the location has recently been bought out by Uptown
Art. Again offering the same product/services as Pints
and Paints, Sips N Strokes seems more session driven.
The founder of the company wants to emphasize how
natural art is in everyday life and strives to bring out

the creative side in everyone. The place also offers
kids classes with adult classes every evening of the
week and an afternoon session on Sundays. The price
of sessions varies upon paintings ranging from $25$50. The only distinction here is that Sips N Strokes
encourages guests to bring their own beverages rather
than provide one. Unlike Artini’s the place does not
provide guests with an inviting place to lounge during
the day. Both, Artini’s and Sips N Strokes however
showcase an engaging website that may help excite
people to visit the place.
Steering towards secondary competition, Pints and
Paints is competing against ANY other activity that
people may choose to spend an evening doing. With
numerous bars, restaurants, particular clubs like 40
Watt, and other art studios like Good Dirt, Athens
residents have plenty of options for spending a good
evening. Even something mundane like going to the
movies can compete against an evening at Pints and
Paints. Hence, the focus here is to provide something
that refreshes individuals from the routine night activities and also adds on to their list of fun activities to
indulge in.

Situation Analysis

consumer Evaluation
Demographic Subgroups:

B

ecause Pints and Paints attracts an array of individuals, we decided to narrow the target market into two
specific audiences that we have labeled primary and
secondary. The primary market consists of young adults
ages 18-28 that have an income that is less than $30,000
a year. These individuals are multi-ethnic and have some
college education, meaning that they are likely to be finishing an undergraduate program at some university. The
individuals in our primary market are singles without children and are simply searching for an escape from life’s
daily hassles.
The secondary market consists of middle-aged men and
women who are local Athens residents. These are careeroriented individuals and/or homemakers with busy schedules and day-to-day responsibilities. They are financially
stable and can allow spending on feel-good items. They
work hard and believe in enjoying life at the same time.
With a routine schedule that keeps them busy, these people
seek to find different activities to indulge in. Some characteristics of both groups are displayed on the right.

o

Young Adults (Primarily Females) ages 18 to 28
§

College Undergraduate and graduate
students of the University of Georgia

§

Undergraduate recipients of some type of
financial aid, either from parents and/or
scholarship grants.

§

Average HHI of target’s family:
$40,000.00 to $75,000.00 per fiscal year

§

Members of the Millennial Generation

Psychographic Subgroups:
o

Members of the various PanHellenic and Multicultural sororities at UGA.

o

Frequent the bar scene in downtown Athens.
These bars include the typically Greek locations
such as Bourbon Street and Whiskey bent, to
more esoteric locations that cater to graduate
students, such as Manhattan Café and Trapeze.

o

According to the Myers-Briggs Test, the target
we’re after would most likely belong to the Extroverted, Sensing, Feeling, Perceiving Group.

o

Intelligent, aspirational students who need an
escape from their scholastically intensive life.

o

Always in motion and needing to be moving on to
the next stimulating activity

o

According to the Nielsen PRIZM, most of our target falls under the “City Startups” category.
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Situation Analysis

trend Evaluation

n the last decade, DIY projects have become more important to consumers, and companies are
providing services and products that allow for individual customization and creativity (Trendwatching, 2006). Factors that help drive DIY projects tap into consumer behavior such as the appeals of
displaying creativity skills; having a tangible reward after long efforts; and the fun and involvement
customers can derive in their craft involvement. The DIY movement may have larger implications for
areas such as the economy, education and intellectual property law, as businesses and individuals
put a premium on customization (Slate, 2012).

I

   Another factor that could affect the popularity of art bars includes ‘mass mingling,’ the idea
that technology increases the opportunities for people to meet up and stay in touch, regardless of
whether such get-togethers are planned or impromptu (Trendwatching, 2010). With the popularity of
mobile apps, check-ins and online invites, consumers have more ways to be informed and inspired to
act. Companies interested in this social trend can align their brand image with themes of social fun
and enjoyment. As Trendwatching notes, “The opportunity is obvious: Anyone involved with anything
that helps people get and stay in touch, that gets people from A-Z, or that accommodates those
people before, during or after meeting-up with others, should not only rejoice in MASS MINGLING,
but make it even easier for customers to meet up in any possible way, too (Trendwatching, 2010).”
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In addition, there has been a cultural emphasis on nostalgia, in which the idea of moving forward often means looking back, as consumers reminisce about past ideas and memories. As the
worldwide economic downturn has ravaged consumer bank accounts and mindsets, “[s]torybook
sentiment has got hold of consumers looking to escape their stresses and to find a temporary refuge
from adult responsibilities. Nostalgia marketing holds great appeal in times of uncertainty as it allows consumers to reminisce, bringing them back to simpler, more carefree times (Trendwatching,
2009).” For art bars, this desire for escapism can be a potent marketing tool.

Situation Analysis

S.W.O.T Analysis
S

trengths:

•
• First art bar in Athens
• Regionality
• Authenticity
• High quality paintings
• Abby’s enthusiasm
• Gender neutral atmospheres
• Open to business relationships
• Leaving your mark (Athens based blog/newsletter)
• Art therapy aspect
• Actualization
• Social gathering
• Location (nice for a “get away”)
• Getting to bring home a “souvenir” from your
      exprience

O

pportunities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relationships with other local businesses
Joint advertisement with other business owners in the Leather’s
Building
College demographic (with 30,000+ students, able to cater to
their needs)
More special events: offsite, children’s camps
Franchising (Atlanta, other college towns in the Southeast)
More coupons and/or group discounts
Expanded use of social media (Facebook and Twitter pages
can be used more efficiently)
Blog and/or newsletter

W

eaknesses:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

T
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not much organization
Tightness of the space
Social media
Prices of paintings, beers
No appetizers
Disorganized about paintings.
Sessions don’t start on time, or end on time.
Events only at night (dinner time)
Location (it is off the beaten path and unseen from the main
road)
Low budget for advertising

hreats:
Artini’s, Sips and Strokes /Uptown Art
Other places that can easily set up an ‘art bar’ (Chick-fil-a)
Good Dirt (pottery paint bar)
Competing against other nightlife activities (downtown scene,
movie theatre, etc)
Economic condition doesn’t allow for frivolous spending
Not many people understand the ‘art bar’ concept
College demographic is constantly cycling out
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Marketing Communication direction

communication direction
C

ommunication Objective: increase brand aware-

ness among Athens locals, visitors, and college
students by 55% by the end of 2012 and to increase
preference of Pints & Paints among 40% of our target audiences, above both the primary and secondary competition.
Also, to introduce the concept of Pints & Paints to the target
market as more than just another pastime activity, but a
friendly environment that offers something new and refreshing to do.

Communication Strategy: In order to expand the mar-

ket, we need to promote the uniqueness of Pints & Paints as
a paint bar that emphasizes on the authenticity of Athens.
A majority of the paintings at Pints & Paints are landmark
locations around Athens that can give its audiences a sense
of pride when they complete a painting of their favorite
spot in town over just taking photographs of it.
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Communication Rationale: Pints & Paints appeals to

people of all ages whether you are a retired couple, a
fast-paced workaholic, a college student, or even a 9-year
old who loves to spend time doodling. It offers painting sessions to match everyone. During your experience with Pints
& Paints, you are guaranteed to have a good time, learn
how to paint, paint a beautiful Athens memory, and take
your hard work home as a reward.
If you are tired of the same old activities like going to the
movies, shopping at the malls, and bar-hopping, then Pints
& Paints presents a new opportunity to experience painting
while hanging out with friends, eating and/or drinking. It
is a place where you can meet new people or spend time
with old friends while doing something unique. Whether
you are an artist, a doodler, or someone who cannot even
hold a paintbrush, Pints & Paints will help you create something you will be proud of. Additionally, it gives you something to remember Athens by — a lifetime memory of something you love about Athens that is created by you.

Marketing Communication direction

M

Target Market profile

olly Greene is a undergraduate student at the University of
Georgia. She enjoys being in a social setting and
experiencing new and exciting activities; whether it be a new
restaurant or a new fashion trend. She enjoys learning about art,
culture and history and spends a comparatively high proportion of
her income on fashion, entertainment and socializing. Unfortunately,
Molly has very little time to pursue her personal interest because of
her rigorous school and work schedules. As a college student
working a part time job, Molly spends the majority of her time either
completing assignments/studying for her classes or working five hour
shifts at her job. This leaves a small amount of leisure time for Molly
to pursue her interest or hang out with friends. Molly spends her little
leisure time going to downtown Athens with her friends. However, she
is growing less and less interested in the repetitive bar scene and has
began looking for another manner in which to better take advantage
of what little leisure time she does possess. Molly craves an activity
that is fairly inexpensive and that will allow her to recuperate from her
demanding weeks of classes and work.

L

ynne Walker  is a 32 year old married mother with one
daughter, Mary, who is 2 years old. Lynne  moved to
Athens with her family in order to support her husband
of 4 years, Bruce, as he starts his career as a professor at
the University of Georgia. She lives in the historic district
in Athens on Springdale Street in an upper middle class
house and is the primary homemaker for her family. She
loves her family more than anything but at times reminisces
about her days in college with friends. She’s developed a
close knit group of young mothers who enjoy occasionally
going out to the local grill and bar, having a drink or two,
and talking about whatever is going on in each other’s
lives. Lynne loves life and all it has to offer her and her
family. Always up for something new, Lynne loves trying
new restaurants, listening to new music, and cultural events
in general.
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Marketing Communication direction
Client: Pints & Paints

Creative brief

Media: Print ads, IMC, Viral video, Guerilla
Key Fact: Pints & Paints is the first art bar in Athens that is locally owned. It provides an artistic escape in a socially
based atmosphere. Pints & Paints provides you with talented and engaging artists that help people create memories on
canvas that they can keep. Additionally, people are used to drinking in bars, but not many are aware of the concept of
an art bar.
Problem: Pints & Paints is one of three art bars in Athens that offer similar services. Also, it is not in people’s top of
mind list of activities to do in Athens.
Objective: To increase concept and brand awareness among 55% of our target audiences by the end of 2012 and to
increase preference of Pints & Paints among 40% of our target audiences, above both the primary and secondary
competition.
Target Market:
Primary: Young adults, ages 18-28 who are looking for an escape and something else to do other than roam the
bar-filled downtown scene. They
either live in or go to school in Athens and value social interaction. They don’t
necessarily consider themselves as ‘real’ artists but just want a chance to get away from their rigorous school
schedules.
Secondary: Middle-aged men and women who are local Athens residents. These are career-oriented
individuals and/or homemakers with busy schedules and day-to-day responsibilities. They are financially stable and
can allow spending on feel-good items. They work hard and believe in enjoying life at the same time. With a routine
schedule that keeps them busy, these people seek to find different activities to indulge in.
Insight: “I didn’t even know what an art bar was until my friends and I spent an evening at Pints and Paints, enjoying
painting and drinking. It offers a relaxing and friendly atmosphere and let me do something I wouldn’t have thought of
doing on an ordinary night. I really enjoyed this art therapy.”
Promise: Pints & Paints provide an authentically-Athens getaway that you can take home with you on canvas.
Support: First and locally owned, keepsakes, works on-site and off-site, friendly atmosphere, chic, local paintings.
Mandatories: Logo, website, Facebook, tagline
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Marketing Communication direction
Creative Concept

Authentically Athens, Artistically You.

O

ur creative seeks to portray Pints and Paints as
a unique experience, authentically true to Athens, that you can take home on canvas. The art
featured in our creative is photography-based and
melds that original photography with art in an effort
to expose the nostalgia found in Athens.WIth all this
in mind, nostalgia for Athens and authenticity have
been the heart of this campaign.
Throughout our creative we used simplistic fonts that
let the art speak for itself and highlighted the heavily visual campaign. These included Helvetica for the
headline and copy, Marker Felt for the tagline, and
Night Stalker for areas that deserved great emphasis.
Our print media campaign consists of photography
using  Pints and Paints’ own paintings at the site of
their inspiration, thereby invoking strong nostalgia
for Athens. In addition, photography transitioned into
art feeds our theme of artistically creating your own
authentic Athens.
  Our IMC tactics — postcards, e-newsletter, ripaway
posters — focus on Athens and welcome tourists

and townies alike to an Athens that is authentic, raw
and handmade. Each collectible postcard is designed
to show the artistic side of Athens, the paintings that
are offered at Pints and Paints and can also serve as
a discount. The e-newsletter is a means of getting the
word out to potentional customers about what’s going
on in a given week at the studio. It too could serve as a
means of getting a discount. The free ripaway posters
would serve as a tangible reminder of Pints and Paints
that potential customers could hang in their homes.
For our Guerilla tactics we chose to take advantage of
the talented artists already at Pints and Paints’
disposal. The artists would create a masterpiece in
sidewalk chalk that would be inexpensive to produce,
but at the same time visual to a large number of
passersby, prompting them to visit the studio. This could
be done during large events downtown and special or
seasonal occasions.
Our video campaign consists of stop-motion
photography that highlights the emotional appeal of
creating your own masterpiece. It also expresses the
unique experience of Pints and Paints set to music.
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tactics and execution
Magazine Ad

How many times can you feel an experience
and actually hold on to it?
Authenically Athens,
Artistically You

«

also
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At Pints & Paints, you can turn your favorite spot in Athens into
a priceless masterpiece. It is Athens’ original art bar where the
brush hits the canvas and the beer hits the glass.
www.pintsandpaints.com

tactics and execution
Billboard

Photos capture memories...

...Paintings create them

⏎ Make your
			

mark at Pints & Paints (left on Pulaski in the Leathers Building)
675 Pulaski Street, Suite 600 Athens, Georgia 30601
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tactics and execution
Newspaper Ad

How many times can you feel an experience
and actually hold on to it?
Take home more than a wrist band,
paint your night out on canvas.
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				Authentically Athens,
				
Artistically You
				 www.pintsandpaints.com

tactics and execution:IMC
Newsletter/
E-newsletter
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tactics and execution:IMC
Rip-away
Posters
Posters will hang on pin
boards near various
locations around
downtown Athens.
Footsteps will lead
potential artists from
sidewalk displays to
these pinboards.
(See Guerilla)
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Authentically athens

Artistically you

tactics and execution:IMC
Postcards

back «

take athens
home with you.

take athens
home with you.

To:
John Doe
123 Broad Street
Athens, GA 30602

take athens
home with you.

«

take athens
home with you.

Bring this in for a 25%
discount on your next
studio lesson!
www.pintsandpaints.com

« front
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tactics and execution:Guerilla
Sidewalk Chalk
Sidewalk chalk drawings of
paintings featured at Pints and
Paints, rendered by one of its
many talented artists, could be
displayed near areas of
downtown Athens that receive
a lot of foot traffic. Footsteps
leading away from the drawings
would act as a guide leading to
rip away posters. (See IMC)
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tactics and execution: video
Storyboard
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tactics and execution:viral video
Storyboard

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQyk3z8lFt0
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TACTICS and Executions:
Future
Recommendations
Social Media:
Pints and Paints can use the visual interest of Pinterest to
promote future paintings, share inspiration, suggest decorating tips,
and gain feedback from followers, while simultaneously exposing its
name to the Athens community and beyond.
Local Partnerships:
Pints and Paints should take advantage of the recent intiative
to keep downtown Athens authentic to local businesses (i.e. the
“WalMart” protests on Oak Street).. Pints and Paints could offer
incentives to their own customers by purchasing locally at fellow
Athens stores. For example, Pints and Paints could offer discounts to
customers that bring in recent receipts from businesses that partner
with Pints and Paints.
Contests:
Pints and Paints could promote a contest in which people vote
on a new T-shirt desgn for the company using one of their favorite
paintings. These contests could be featured on Pints and Paints’
social media accounts: Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest.
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COnclusions:

F

ocusing on Pints and Paints’ authenticity and devotion to
Athens, this campaign will increase the company’s competitive advantage.With our original photography and Pints
and Paints’ original artwork, we can make a strong memorable impression on anyone that sees the ads. The ads are designed in a way to create interest in the potential consumer’s
mind. They are full of emotion and curiosity — something we
feel resonates with Abby’s objectives toward her work.
Choosing the “Authentically Athens, Artistically You” campaign, will not only make Pints and Paints stand out as the only
art bar/studio that proudly embodies and captures the true essence of Athens, but also create a special place in consumers’
mind everytime they want to do a truly Athenian activity.
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Authentically Athens, Artistically You.
brought to you by ForceReturn
“you’ll be forced to return to us!”

